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Direction of vibration  [deg]
Local damping coefficient at radius 14 m.
Edge Flap
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Edgewise moment, blade root.
Blade 3
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Angle of attack  [deg]
Airfoil data.
C_L, t/c = 18%
C_D, t/c = 18%

























Wind speed  [m/s]
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Wind speed  [m/s]
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Wind speed  [m/s]
Quasi-steady power and derivative per unit length.
Power
5 dPower/dV
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Wind speed  [m/s]
Quasi-steady axial force and derivative per unit length.
Force
5 dForce/dV
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Wind speed  [m/s]
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Wind speed  [m/s]
Component of quasi-steady flapwise damping (force).
c_yy_R (Total) = c_yy_R(dF_u)
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Direction of vibration  [deg]
Local damping coefficient at radius 14 m.
Edge Flap
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Mode shape vibration direction. Ex1.
Flapwise: -90 deg.
Edgewise:   0 deg.
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Blade mass distribution. Ex1.
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Wind speed  [m/s]
1st edgewise mode. Ex1.
Tip pitch = 0 deg.






















Wind speed  [m/s]
1st flapwise mode. Ex1.
Tip pitch = 0 deg.
Airfoil t/c = 18%
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1st flapwise mode. Ex1.
18 m/s
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Simplified mode shapes. Ex2.
Edgewise. r/R
Flapwise. u_0.





















Wind speed  [m/s]
Simplified edgewise mode. Ex2.
Vibration dir. = 0 deg.
Tip pitch = 0 deg





















Wind speed  [m/s]
Simplified flapwise mode. Ex2.
Vibration dir. = 90 deg.
Tip pitch = 0 deg
Airfoil t/c = 18%
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Simplified flapwise mode. Ex2.
18 m/s
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Wind speed  [m/s]
Quasi-steady power per blade. Ex2.
Tip pitch = 0 deg
P_b
5 dP_b/dV























Wind speed  [m]
Quasi-steady axial force per blade. Ex2.
Tip pitch = 0 deg F_b5 dF_b/dV
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Original and modified airfoil lift data.
Original
Modified C_L,max = 1.1
Modified C_L,max = 1.2
















Original and modified airfoil drag data.
Original
Modified C_L,max = 1.1
Modified C_L,max = 1.2
Modified C_L,max = 1.3
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Direction of vibration  [deg]
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Wind speed  [m/s]
Edgewise damp. coeff. per unit length. Original.
Vib. dir.   0 deg.
Vib. dir.  -4 deg.
Vib. dir.  -8 deg.















Wind speed  [m/s]
Flapwise damp. coeff. per unit length. Original.
Vib. dir.   0 deg.
Vib. dir.  86 deg.
Vib. dir.  82 deg.
Vib. dir.  78 deg.

















Wind speed  [m/s]
Edgewise damp. coeff. per unit length. C_L,max = 1.1.
Vib. dir.   0 deg.
Vib. dir.  -4 deg.
Vib. dir.  -8 deg.















Wind speed  [m/s]
Flapwise damp. coeff. per unit length. C_L,max = 1.1.
Vib. dir.   0 deg.
Vib. dir.  86 deg.
Vib. dir.  82 deg.
Vib. dir.  78 deg.

















Wind speed  [m/s]
Edgewise damp. coeff. per unit length. C_L,max = 1.2.
Vib. dir.   0 deg.
Vib. dir.  -4 deg.
Vib. dir.  -8 deg.















Wind speed  [m/s]
Flapwise damp. coeff. per unit length. C_L,max = 1.2.
Vib. dir.   0 deg.
Vib. dir.  86 deg.
Vib. dir.  82 deg.
Vib. dir.  78 deg.
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Wind speed  [m/s]
Edgewise damp. coeff. per unit length. C_L,max = 1.3.
Vib. dir.   0 deg.
Vib. dir.  -4 deg.
Vib. dir.  -8 deg.















Wind speed  [m/s]
Flapwise damp. coeff. per unit length. C_L,max = 1.3.
Vib. dir.   0 deg.
Vib. dir.  86 deg.
Vib. dir.  82 deg.
Vib. dir.  78 deg.






















Wind speed  [m/s]
1st edgewise mode.
Tip pitch = 0 deg.























Wind speed  [m/s]
1st flapwise mode.
Tip pitch = 0 deg.
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Wind speed  [m/s]



















Wind speed  [m/s]
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Edgewise damping. Vibration direction offset.
a: Original data
b: C_L,max = 1.1
c: a -5 deg. vib. dir.





















Flapwise damping. Vibration direction offset.
a: Original data
b: C_L,max = 1.1
c: a -5 deg. vib. dir.
d: b -5 deg. vib. dir.
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Modified airfoil lift data.
t/c = 14.6%, C_L,max = 1.2
t/c = 16.1%, C_L,max = 1.3
t/c = 17.6%, C_L,max = 1.4
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Modfied airfoil drag data.
t/c = 14.6%, C_L,max = 1.2
t/c = 16.1%, C_L,max = 1.3
t/c = 17.6%, C_L,max = 1.4
t/c = 33.1%, C_L,max = 1.6
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Angle of attack  [deg]
Modified airfoil data. Vortex generators.
C_L
C_D
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Original airfoil lift data.
C_L Et1.









Radius  [m] A.o. attack [deg]
C_L
Original airfoil drag data.
C_D Et1.
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Modified airfoil lift data.
C_L Et3.
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C_L
Modified airfoil drag data.
C_D Et3.
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C_D
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Modified airfoil lift data. Stall strips.
C_L Et4.









Radius  [m] A.o. attack [deg]
C_L
Modified airfoil drag data. Stall strips.
C_D Et4.
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Airfoil lift data. Stall strips + vortex generators.
C_L Et5.
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C_L
Airfoil drag data. Stall strips + vortex generators.
C_D Et5.
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Profile thickness ratio t/c.
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d: Stall strips + vortex
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d: Stall strips + vortex





























d: Stall strips + vortex
e: d - 2 deg. vid. offset
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d: Stall strips + vortex
































d: Stall strips + vortex
e: d - 2 deg. vid. offset
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Wind speed  [m/sec]
Quasi-steady axial force, 3 blades.
All settings.























Vibration direction offset [deg]
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, ∆θ tip = 0.0
o
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, ∆θ tip = -3.0
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Wind speed  [m/sec]
Quasi-steady power, 3 blades.
All settings.
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, ∆θ tip = 0.0
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∆θ tip = -3.0
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Wind speed  [m/sec]
Quasi-steady power, 3 blades.
Original.
∆θ tip = +3.0
o
.
















Wind speed  [m/sec]
Quasi-steady axial force, 3 blades.
Original.
∆θ tip = +3.0
o
.
∆θ tip = -3.0
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Frequency ratio  [f_n/f_n0]
Influence of mass and stiffness.
-Aero. damp. M_n/M_n0 = 0.7
-Aero. damp. M_n/M_n0 = 1.0
-Aero. damp. M_n/M_n0 = 1.4
Str. damp. Ref = 2.5%
Str. damp. Ref = 3.0%
Str. damp. Ref = 3.5%
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1st edgewise mode shape, 2.9 Hz.
Deflection in plane.
Deflection out of plane.






















1st flapwise mode shape, 1.8 Hz.
Deflection in plane.
Deflection out of plane.
Rotation about blade axis.
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1st edgewise mode. No translation.
Wind speed = 20 m/s
Radius = 19.2 m
No rotation.
Phase   0 deg.






















Wind speed = 20 m/s
Radius = 19.2 m
No rotation.
Phase   0 deg.
Phase  90 deg.
Phase 180 deg.
Phase 270 deg.
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Tip amp. = 0.20 m
Frequency = 2.963 Hz
Pitch amp. = 1 deg
No pitch rotation.
   0 and 180 deg.
  45 and 135 deg
  90 deg.

























Tip amp.  = 0.50 m
Frequency = 1.806 Hz 
Pitch amp. = 1 deg
No pitch rotation.
  0 and 180 deg.
 45 and 135 deg.
 90 deg.
225 and 315 deg.
270 deg.
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Wind speed = 20 m/s
Radius = 19.2 m
No rotation.




















Wind speed = 20 m/s
Radius = 19.2 m
No rotation.
Phase  90 deg.
Phase 270 deg.
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Field rotor measurements.  Tellus turbine (Risoe)
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file:oc_242211_s , lpotmeth=4, alfa-shift due to du/dt, fu=0.5
file:oc_232211_s , lpotmeth=3, alfa-shift due to du/dt, fu=0.5
file:oc_222211_s , lpotmeth=2, alfa-shift due to du/dt, fu=0.5
file:oc_212211_s , lpotmeth=1, alfa-shift due to du/dt, fu=0.5
Static data from file: lm18oc_1.cls
Tp=0.8, Tf=7, Tv=2, fu=0.5
Oscillations in lead-lag, (delta=90), amplitude:s,amp=0.2, k=0.2
Dynamic stall model with different models for the shed wake
FFA dynamic stall calculations, STALLVIB project
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Dynamic stall with shed wake effects, lpotmeth=4
Dynamic stall without shed wake effects 
Quasi-steady aerodynamics
Tp=0.8, Tf=7, Tv=2
Oscilltions in the flapwise direction
k=0.1
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No shed wake. 
Shed wake, lpotmeth=1
Shed wake,  lpotmeth=2
Shed wake,  lpotmeth=3
Shed wake,  lpotmeth=4
Aerofoil-data: lm191oc, 18% t/c
Tp=0.8,  Tf=7, Tv=2, fufac=0.0
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No shed wake. No velocity effects on Sep. point
Shed wake, lpotmeth=4. Velocity effects on Sep. point, fu=0.5
Tp=0.8,  Tf=7, Tv=2
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No shed wake. No velocity effects on Sep. point
No shed wake. Velocity effects on Sep. point, fu=0.5
Shed wake, lpotmeth=4. No velocity effects on Sep. point
Shed wake, lpotmeth=4. Velocity effects on Sep. point, fu=0.5
Tp=0.8,  Tf=7, Tv=2
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Angle of attack [deg]
Risoe 14% airfoil. Reduced frequency k=0.11
Measurement C_L
Measurement C_D
C_L - Beddoes dyn. stall model
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D
Angle of attack [deg]
Risoe 14% airfoil. Reduced frequency k=0.11
Measurement C_D
CD - Beddoes dyn. stall model
Steady C_D
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Tip amp. = 0.20 m
Frequency = 2.963 Hz
τ f = 6.00η
c = 0.95
No dyn. stall.































1st edgewise mode. 20 m/s.
Tip amp. = 0.20 m
Frequency = 2.963 Hz 




C_L and C_D dyn. stall.
C_L dyn. stall.
C_D dyn. stall.
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Angle of attack [deg]
Static and dynamic drag.
1st edgewise mode
Frequency = 2.963 Hz 
Amplitude at tip = 0.2 m
Wind speed = 20 m/s
τ f = 6.00η
c = 0.95
C_D,sta : r = 15.0 m














Angle of attack [deg]
Static and dynamic lift.
1st edgewise mode
Frequency = 2.963 Hz 
Amplitude at tip = 0.2 m
Wind speed = 20 m/s
τ f = 6.00η
c = 0.95
C_L,sta : r = 15.0 m
C_L,dyn : r = 15.0 m
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Tip amp.  = 0.50 m
Frequency = 1.806 Hz 


































1st flapwise mode. 20 m/s.
Tip amp. = 0.50 m
Frequency = 1.806 Hz 




C_L and C_D dyn. stall.
C_L dyn. stall.
C_D dyn. stall.
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Angle of attack [deg]
Static and dynamic drag.
1st flapwise mode
Frequency = 1.805 Hz 
Amplitude at tip = 0.5 m
Wind speed = 20 m/s
τ f = 6.00η
c = 0.95
C_D,sta : r = 15.0 m















Angle of attack [deg]
Static and dynamic lift.
1st flapwise mode
Frequency = 1.805 Hz 
Amplitude at tip = 0.5 m
Wind speed = 20 m/s
τ f = 6.00η
c = 0.95
C_L,sta : r = 15.0 m
C_L,dyn : r = 15.0 m
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Tip amp. = 0.20 m





























Tip amp.  = 0.50 m




τ f = 0.00τ f = 3.00τ f = 6.00τ f = 9.00























Tip amp. = 0.20 m
Frequency = 2.963 Hz
a: No dynamic stall.
b: Dyn. stall. τ f = 6.00
c: a - 2 deg. vib. dir. offset

























Tip amp.  = 0.50 m
Frequency = 1.806 Hz 
a: No dynamic stall.
b: Dyn. stall. τ f = 6.00
c: a - 2 deg. vib. dir. offset
d: b - 2 deg. vib. dir. offset
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LM-19.0 airfoil lift data.
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LM-19.0.  Mode shape 7 : 2.921 Hz.
Blade 1
Blade 2 Blade 3














  Positive deformation.
  Undeformed rotor.
\^] _ ` a bc d c d+e8f _ b g^] h bi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LM-19.0.  Mode shape 8 : 2.972 Hz.
Blade 1
Blade 2 Blade 3














  Positive deformation.
  Undeformed rotor.
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Inertia force. Rotor coordinates.
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Inertia force. Tower coordinates.
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Inertia force. Circular components.
Progressive (ωe + Ω )
Retrograde (ωe -- Ω )
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Edgewise blade root bending moment. 23.2 m/s.
















Edgewise blade root bending moment. 23.2 m/s.
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1P component of edgewise tip deformation.


























Local blade whirl components.
Rhi1.u_p forwards
u_r backwards
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Tower top moments. 190-200 sec.
Rhi1.
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PSD of tower top moments. 23.2 m/s.
Rhi1. MxTT
MzTT
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1P component of edgewise tip deformation.

























Local blade whirl components.
Rhi3.u_p forwards
u_r backwards
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Tower top moments. 190-200 sec.
Rhi3.
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PSD of tower top moments. 23.2 m/s.
Rhi3. MxTT
MzTT
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Tower top tilt moment. Backward sweep excitation.
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Tower top moments. Backward sweep excitation.














Tower top moments. Backward sweep excitation.
F2: 4.4 Hz 2nd whirl forwards.
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2nd whirling backwards (rotating) - edgewise frequency  [Hz]
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Wind speed  [m/s]
Bonus 500 kW with LM 19.0.
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Wind speed  [m/s]
Bonus 500 kW with LM 19.0.






















Wind speed  [m/s]
Bonus 500 kW with LM 19.0.
Tip angle = -0.5 deg.
C_T. (Hawc sim.)
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PSD Free wind speed at hub. Stand still.


























PSD Edgewise moment, root. Stand still.
 
Meas. P_3_2610.a01.
HawC sim. Rst3. Blade 1.
HawC sim. Rst3. Blade 2.
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PSD Flapwise moment, root. Stand still.
 
Meas. P_3_2610.a01.
HawC sim. Rst3. Blade 1.
HawC sim. Rst3. Blade 2.
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PSD Free wind speed at hub. Operation 9.5 m/s.
(Mean, Stdev, Tuint) = (9.50 m/s, 2.5 m/s, 10.4%)
Meas. P_1_1010.a03.
HawC sim. Rlo2.
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PSD Free wind speed at hub. Operation 23.2 m/s.
(Mean, Stdev, Tuint) = (23.15 m/s, 2.80 m/s, 12.1%)
Meas. P_3_2410.a01.
HawC sim. Rhi1.
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Edgewise blade root bending moment. 23.2 m/s.
 
Meas. P_3_2410.a01.
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Edgewise blade root bending moment. 23.2 m/s.
 
Sim. Rhi1. Basic.
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PSD Edgewise moment, root. Operation 23.2 m/s.
 
Meas. P_3_2410.a01.



























PSD Flapwise moment, root. Operation 23.2 m/s.
 
Meas. P_3_2410.a01
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PSD Shaft bending moment, x. Operation 23.2 m/s.
 
Meas. P_3_2410.a01.
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PSD Tower top torsional moment. Operation 23.2 m/s.
 
Meas. P_3_2410.a01.
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PSD Shaft torsional moment. Operation 23.2 m/s.
 
Meas. P_3_2410.a01.
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PSD Edgewise moment, root. Operation 23.2 m/s.
 
Meas. P_3_2410.a01.
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PSD Flapwise moment, root. Operation 23.2 m/s.
 
Meas. P_3_2410.a01
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PSD Shaft bending moment, x. Operation 23.2 m/s.
 
Meas. P_3_2410.a01.
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PSD Tower top torsional moment. Operation 23.2 m/s.
 
Meas. P_3_2410.a01.
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PSD Shaft torsional moment. Operation 23.2 m/s.
 
Meas. P_3_2410.a01.
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Edgewise blade root bending moment. 23.2 m/s.
 
Sim. Rhi1. Basic.
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Edgewise blade root bending moment. 23.2 m/s.
 
Sim. Rhi3. Shaft stiff.
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PSD Edgewise moment, root. Operation 23.2 m/s.
 
Meas. P_3_2410.a01.



























PSD Flapwise moment, root. Operation 23.2 m/s.
 
Meas. P_3_2410.a01
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PSD Shaft bending moment, x. Operation 23.2 m/s.
 
Meas. P_3_2410.a01.
































PSD Tower top torsional moment. Operation 23.2 m/s.
 
Meas. P_3_2410.a01.
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PSD Shaft torsional moment. Operation 23.2 m/s.
 
Meas. P_3_2410.a01.
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Rotor rotational frequency  [Hz]
Rotor global whirl frequencies. Example 1.
IT  = 2.5 e5 kgm^2
kN  = 1.4 e7 Nm/rad
kxT = 1.6 e8 Nm/rad




















Rotor rotational frequency  [Hz]
Rotor global whirl frequencies. Example 2.
IT  = 2.5 e5 kgm^2
kN  = 4.0 e7 Nm/rad
kxT = 6.0 e7 Nm/rad
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